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ABSTRACT 
In Vietnam, solid waste treatment using mcineration is a rather new technology. The calculated 
method, calculating the field-erected incinerator (capacity of 100 kg/h) supplying natural gas and 
texture of the wall mcinerator was determined. This incinerator has a primary chamber (volume of 
2,3 m') and a secondary chamber (volume of 1,18m'). These factors: temperature, turbulence, 
composition and characteristics of solid waste, moisture, gas ratio were optimized to improve the 
efficiency of incineration processes, saving fuel, and friendly environment. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In Viet Nam, the amount of solid waste (W) is 

rapidly increasing in cities due to population 

growth and economic development. 

According to the forecast of the Ministry of 

Natural Resources and Environment, the 

volume of solid waste generated from urban 

areas is estimated about 37 thousand tons per 

day in 2015 and about 59 thousand tons per 

day in 2020 that is from 2 to 3 times as many 

solid wastes as that of the current [1]. The 

applied technology has not responded the 

required treatment. 

The application of other waste treatment 

methods, such as burning waste, becomes 

more popular. The waste burning technology 

can be applied widely for various types of 

waste, saving space and fast processing. 

Currently, there are about 50 solid waste 

incinerators, mostly small - capacity systems 

(under 500 kg/h), and 400 medical waste 

incinerators in Viet Nam [10]. The investment 

of small capacity incinerators is the 

temporary solution which is contributing to 

decrease rapidly the amount of solid waste. 

However, the small capacity incinerators 

have not any polluted air treatment systems. 

Besides, the operating of these incinerators is 

not guaranteed and technical elements are not 

optimized in the incinerator design leading to 

polluted air and increased operating costs [10]. 
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There are some types of incinerators such as: 

field erected incinerator, rotary kiln 

ncinerator, fluidized bed combustor 

ncinerator, and so on but the field-erected 

ncinerator is the most popular, easily 

operating, low operating cost, and conformity 

with Viet Nam's condition [19], 

Consequently, this paper referred to the 

method of calculation of domestic waste 

incinerator with supplying natural gas to 

improve the efficiency of incineration 

processes and saving energy when operating 

incinerators. 

THE METHOD OF CALCULATION 

The method of calculation is based on 

material balance and heat balance [6] 

Mater ia l balance equat ion: 

S G i = XGo ^ Gw + G D O + Gsa=Gao + Gso 

+ Ga 

Material input G, Material output Gg 
(kg/h) (Icg/h) 

-Domestic waste G„ -Air out; Gao (kg/kg) 
(kg/h) -Steam follow 
-Fuel: GDo(kg/h) smoke: G„ (kg/kg) 

-Supplied air: 0 „ -Ash: G, (kg/kg) 

(kg«i) 

Hea t balance equat ion: 

S Q i = Z Q o - ^ Q w + Q D O + Qm + Qsa + Qw" 

+ QDO' = Qsm + Qa + Qop + Qsi + Qwa 

Based on these equations, heat generated in 

one hour and gas output is determined, so the 

volume of incinerator is calculated. 
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At the high temperahire and burned in the 

residual oxygen condition, CO bom in reaction 

(1) will react with O2 to convert to CO2 

Heat input Q,: Heat output Q^: 
-Heat of dry domestic -Heat of smoke: Qsm 
waste : Q„ -Heat of steam out: Q; 
-HeatoffiiehQDo -Heat of ash : Q, 
-Heat of moisnire of -Heat lost by opening The equilibrium constants of reactions (5) and 
supplied air: Q„ the door: Q,p (gj are calculated by the formula: 
-Heat of supplied ah: Q^. -Heat lost by the wall: 
-Heat of burning waste: dJ' QWB 
-Heat of burning fuel: QDC 

CALCULATION IN DESIGN 

The incinerator is designed with the capacity 

of lOOkg/h. Domestic waste is loaded by the 

mode of interruption. The waste load cycle is 

two times / hour (50kg/time). 

Mater ia l balance 

Calculating the supplied fuel (GDC) 

The amount of the supplied DO to bum 

domestic wastes is x (kg) 

The domestic waste components consist of 

food wastes, paper, carton, yard wastes, 

plastics, rubber, textiles, wood. . . The 

mechanical components of domestic wastes 

were determined [18,4]. 

Calculating the supplied air: The chemical 

reactions occurred during combustion: 

2C+02-*2CO (1) N2„ + 02-»2NO (5) 

^ 1 = 
[WO]' 

CO + '/z O2 -•COi (2) 

2H2 + Oi—H2O (3) 

N2« + O2 -*2N0 (4) 

NO + Vi O2 -»N02 (6) 

S + O2 ^ S O i (7) 

2CI2 + 2H2O -»4HCI 
+ 02(8) 

When the temperature is between 1000 K and 

1500°K, K, is in 7,5.10'' - 1,7.10'' [9] so NO 

was bom very small. While the temperature 

raises so K] increases and K2 decreases, and 

the temperature of the secondary combustion 

chamber is about 1100°C, nitrogen exists 

mostly in the form N O , so NO2 is generated 

byO. 

y is the amount of nitrogen in the air at the 

chemical reaction (5); z is the amount of 

chlorine in the reaction; and the residual 

chlorine is 1,2 - z (kg / kg). 

Gas ratio is a = 1,2 [6]. The air is supplied by 

the method of convection, for this reason, the 

incinerator need to maintain the negative 

pressure inside it during the burning process. 

The average temperature of the atmosphere is 

25°C and moisture is 80% [5]. 

Based on reaction equations from (1) to (8); 

and Kl (at 1100°C) -> y is found out, from 

those points, the mass input and output of 

substances are calculated in the table 2. 

Table 1: Mechanical components and mass of substances inxkg of DO and 100 kg of domestic waste 

Component 
Percent by weight of 

1kg DO (%) 

Mass of 
substances in 
DO of X (kg) 

Percent by 
weight of 100kg 

wastes (%) 
Total mass (kg) 

C 

H 

O 

N 

S 

01 

Moisture (M) 

Ash 

86,5 

12,5 

0,865x 

0,l25x 

0,002x 

0,003x 

0,005x 

27,4 

3,6 
21,8 

0,5 

0,1 

1,2 
30 

15,4 

27,4 + 0,865x 

3,6 + 0,125x 

21,8 + 0,002x 

0,5 + 0,003x 

0, l+0,005x 

1,2 
30 

15,4 
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Table 2: The mass input and output of substances 

Substances input 

Component Mass (kg/kg) 

Domestic waste 100 

DO X 

The mass of wet air 424,2611+17,5108x - l,19z 

0, 524,261+ 18,510x-l,19z 

Component 

Ash 

Steam 

COj 

SOj 

HCl 

Ch 
NO 

O2 residua] 

N2 residual 

Go 

Substances output 

Mass (kg/kg) 

15,4 

68,66+ l,3298x-0,2716z 

100,466 +3,171x 

0,2 + O.Olx 

l,028z 

1,2-z 

l,212 + 0,049x-3,4.10"'z 

16,162 + 0,666x-0,045z 

320,951+13,229x-0,899z 

524,867+18,509x-l,191z 

Heat balance 

Heat input 

Calculating the heat of dry domestic waste: Q„ = Gw-Cw-t* [ 16] 

Where Gw is mass of domestic waste (kg); Cw - the specific heat of waste (Kcal/kg.^C) (C for 
each component of domestic wastes showed in table 3 [3]; t*: The temperature of domestic 
wastes ("C). 

Table 3: The specific heat of each component of waste 

Component Mass (kg) Specific heat (Kcal/kg, "C) 

Noncombustible materials 
Moisture of materials 
Combustible materials 

15,4 
30 

54,6 

C ^ = 0 ,18 

Cn,o^a,r« = 1 

'-'eoinbiisUon ^0,26 
the heat of DO: QDO = 

Goo-CDo-tix) [16] 
Where GDQ is the mass of DO to bum 100 kg 
of waste, CDO- the specific heat of DO (CDO = 
0,45 (Kcal/kg. "C)) [2]. 
Calculating the heat of the supplied air: Qjg = 
GsaCsa.tsa 

Where C^ - the specific heat of air (Csa -
0,24 (Kcal.kg.''C)) [17]; G„ - the volume of 
the supplied air 

Calculating the heat of moisture of the 
supplied air: Q^= G^.C^.t + G^.T^^ [16] 
Where CM - the specific heat of steam, Cjo = 
0,487 (Kcal/kg-^C) [17]; r,„- The heat-
evaporation of water, rjo = 540 (Kcal/kg) [17]; 
Gn,= 0,015. G^ 

Calculating the heat of dry domestic waste: 
QJ' = q„^G„ (Kcal) 

Where q„ - The heating value of waste; q„ 
= 81C + 246H - 26(0 - S) - 6M [kJ/kg] [6] 

Calculating the heat of DO: QDO'' = qDo''-GDo 
(Kcal) 

Where qoo'' - The heating value of DO: qoo = 
339C + 1256H - 108,8(0 - S) - 25,1(M + 
9H) [kJ/kg] [14], 

(C, H, O, W, S are the mass percent of 
carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, moisture and 
sulfur). 

Consequently, the heat was born when 

burning \ kg DO: QDO'' = 42187,21 .x (Kcal). 

Heat output 

When calculating heat output, the average 
temperature in the primary combustion 
chamber is used at 650°C and the secondary 
combustion chamber is used at 1 lOO'C. 
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Calculating heat of the ash: Qa = Ga.Cg.ta 
(Kcal) [16] 

Where Ga is the mass of noncombustible 

materials (kg); Ca the specific heat of ash. 

(Ca = 753,5 + 0,25.(- . t + 32) [17]; ta - the 

temperature made the ash (1100''C)) 

Calculating heat of the smoke: Qsm 
G.„,.C,„.t^[16] 
Where G,^ is the mass of combustible air Csm-
the specific heat of air (Kcal/kg.°C). 
Air contains about 99% the volume of 
nitrogen and oxygen, and 1% the others [5]. 
The specific heat of the substances in the air 
is showed by the table 4 [3]. 

Table 4 

The substances in the air 

1 C (kcal/kg.°C) 

The specific heat of the substances in the air at 

COi 

0,313 

NO 

0,29 

SOj 

0,21 

HCl 

0,22 

Ch 

0,31 

O j 

0,27 

iiafc 
steam 

0,6 

Inert air 

0,125 

-^ QKL = QC02 + QNO + Q N2 + QHCI + Qci2 + Qs02 + Qo2 

Calculating heat of the Steam out: Qso = Gso-Cso-Uo [16] 

Calculating heat lost by the wall: Qwa = (3-5)% (Q̂ *" + Qoo'') (Chosen 5%) 

Calculating heat lost by opening the door: Qop = 10% Q„a 
Table 5: Heat values m the heat balance equation 

Component 

Qw 

QDO 

Q,. 

Qm 

Qw' 

QDO' 

Qi 

Heat input 

Heat (Kcal) 

1174,2 

1 l,25x 

2507,946 + 103,512x 
7,038z 3462,062 
142,891x-9,715z 
2360,8 

42187,21.x 

9505,008+42444,863x-
16,753z 

Component 

Q. 

Q™ 

- Q» 

+ Qw. 

Qo, 

Q. 

Heat output 

Heat (Kcal) 

5082 

141346,30 + 5475,286 - 389,979z 
45315,6 + 877,668x- I79,256z 

118,04+ 2109,361x 

11,804+ 210,936x 

191873,746 + 8673,251x-569,23Sz 

Followmg the heat balance equation: Q, = Q^ »182368,738-33771,612x- 552,482zr=0 (**) 
Theequation(**) is solved with z ( 0 < z < 1,2) (z is the amount of chlorine in the reaction (8)). If 
z = 1,2 chlorine will join absoltutely reaction -> x = 5,38 (kg). To change x = 5,38 (kg) and z = 
1,2 (kg) into the equation (*)-»• y = 0,171 (kg). To change x, y, z in the values of the table 6. 

Table 6: The mass input and output of substances 

Substances 
Component 

Domestic waste 
DO 
The mass of wet air 
The mass of real air 

input 
Mass (kg) 

100 
5,38 
517,04 
509,397 

Component 
Ash 
Steam 
COi 
SOi 
HCl 
CI, 
NO 
Oi residual 
Ni 
Total 

Substances output 
Mass (kg) 

15,4 
75,488 
117,525 
0,254 
1,2336 
0 
1,471 
19,691 
391,044 
622,107 

Mass of mole (lanol) 

4,194 
2,671 
3.96.10' 
0,034 
0 
0,049 
0,615 
13,966 
21,533 

Dust is made up about 25% of the ash [3] - • Od = 25%.15,4 =3,85 (kg/h) 
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The volume of the smoke goes out: 

Q= _Sifi_ «0,119(m7s) 
[„D(;).3609 1,1817.3600 

The volume of the combustion chambers 

The primary combustion chamber 

The theoretic volume of the primary 

combustion chambers is calculated: 

Where Qsc is the heat bom m 1 hour (Kcal/h); qy 

Density of the volume (qv= 120.10^ (Kcal/m^h) 

[14] and the heat of the primaiy combustion 

chamber make up about 80% Qo [17] 

iT _ ?££ _ Q.B.(191873.7« + B673.25a:( -S69.23Si) 
^'^ (jp izo.io' 
=1,58 (m^) 

The capacity is lOOkg/h - » Vw = G^v/p = 

100/289 = 0,35 (m^) (with the specific gravity 

of waste p = 289 kg/m') [1], The real volume 

of the primary combustion chamber is 

affected of the capacity (selected 0,9) and the 

time (selected 0,95) 

The real volume of the primary combustion 

Where 0 is the retention time of the smoke in 

the combustion chamber (selected 8 = 1,5s); q 

- the volume of the smoke born in I s (mVs) 

On the other hand: Pq = nRT where: n: the 

mole of the air: n = ^^^^ = 5,981.10'^ 
3600 

(kmol/s) 
R- Constant: R = 0,082; q- The volume of the 

air born in Is; T- Temperature (K); P-

Pressure (atm) 
_ E,981.1Q^*.0,0a2,(110CH-273) , 

1-1 =0,673(m7s) 

Vsc™ = 1,5.0,673 = 1,0095 (m') 

The real volume of the secondary combustion 

chamber is affected of the capacity (selected 

0,9) and the time (selected 0,95) 

V s c " - i e ^ - U 8 ( m ' , 

The size of the secondary combustion 

chamberaxbxh = 0,65x1,15x1,6 m 

'PC 
1,93 2,26 chamber 

« 2.3(m^) 

Thus, the real size of the primary combustion 

chamber is: 

a x b x H = l , 2 5 x 1,15 X 1,6 (m )̂ 

The secondary combustion chamber 

The theoretic volume of the secondary 
combustion chamber is calculated: Vsc™ = 
e.q(m^)[2]. 

Table 7: Characteristics of the refractorys 

Where V is the volume of wastes (m^); hh the 

height of wastes on the grate (m) (selected hw 

= 0,2 m [6]) 

When the capacity is lOOkg/h, the waste load 

cycle is 2 times/hour (50kg/time) and 

p„ = 289(kg/m')[l]. 

- Fg = d ^ = 0,865 (m )̂ 
289.0,2 

The refractory 

The combustion wall consists of 4 layers [6]: 
firebrick, diatomit brick, fibrous glass, flat-steel. 

Refractory 

Samot firebriclt 
Diatomit briclc 
Fibrous glass 
Flat-steel 

Speciilc gravity p 
(ke/m') 

1900 
740 
16 

7850 

Coefricient of 
conduction ^ (W/m."C) 

0,475 
0,18 

0,0372 
46,5 

Specllic heat O 
(kcal/kB."C) 

0,275 
0,22 
0,2 

0,119 

Thickness 
(mm) 
230 
113 
50 
3 

CONCLUSION 

The domestic waste incinerator (the capacity of lOOkg/h) is designed with 2 chambers (the 

primary combustion chamber is 2,3 m' , and the secondary combustion chamber is 1,18 m ), the 

size of the grate is 0,865 m^ and it insured the good heatproof and heat-insulated refractory. When 

operating the incinerator it is supplied to natural air, so it saves energy and low operating costs. 
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TOM T A T 

TINH TOAN LO DOT CHAT THAI RAN TIET KIEM NANG LlTONG 

Trudng Dgi hgc Ky t 
Tran Thj Bich Thao 

ugt Cong nghiep - ^H Thai nguyen 

Tgi Vi§t Nam, xir ly chat thai ran bang phucmg phap dot l^ mot-cong nghe khi m6i me va g5p 
nhiSu kh6 khan. Bai bao da dua ra phuang phip tinh, tfnh toin thi^t k4 16 diing hai cap dSt chat 
thai cong suat 100 kg/h co cSp khi tu nhien vdri buOng so cap la 2,3 m^ vi buOng thii cip la 1,18 
m', dua ra kit cau ciia tudng 16. ThiSt ke nay da t6i im hoa cac ySu tO nhu: nhiet dO, miic do xao 
tr6n cua khong khi cdp v6i chit thii, thbi gian luu chay, thanh phan vi tinh chit ciia chat thii, dg 
im, h^ s6 cap khi dl giiip ning cao hieu qui qui trlnh d5t chit thai, tilt ki?m nhien li^u, thin thi?n 
vcri mOi truong 
Tjrlchda: thieudot, chdtthdiran, tiet kiem ndng luang. cdn bdng vdt chdt, cdn bdng nhi^l lugng 

Tel: 0986 222553, Email, bichihao lamt@g(nail.com 
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